Receiver Window Control is a mechanism used to change the T C P advertised window so as t o manipulate the band- 
I. INTRODUCTION
TCP uses congestion and flow control mechanisms to avoid swamping the network or the receiver 121. When the sender is not congestion window limited, the receiver can control the transmission rate of the sender by advertising a window, which reflects the buffer state at the receiver. This is the central idea in Receiver Wrindow Control (RWC).
The cuirent T C P implementztions have fixed receive buffer sizes for all applications. Application level APIs are available, that allow an application to set its receiver buffer at the start of a connection [8] . However, once set it cannot be modified to reflect changes in application priorities.
Throughput for a TCP connection is decided by the receiver window setting and the corresponding bandwidthdelay product [7] . In case of multiple flows, each having a different bandwidth-delay product, each of the flows will have a different optimum receiver window( awnd). This property of awnd's relation to the bandwidth-delay product can be exploited to'intentionaIZ9 make some of the TCP sessions get lower throughput, and thus dynamically control the application priorities. This assumes that total a c t d receiver buffer space is large enough to allow manipulation(increase or decrease) of the awnd values for the different sessions.
The intuitive benefits of using RWC can be seen from the following example: Consider a user running multiple downloads on a wireless device. The user increases the priority of a particular download. Through RWC, by decreasing the advertised window, the throughput can be decreased for the lower priority downloads. The bandwidth thus made available can be used by the higher priority download t o increase its throughput. This control is dynamic and i s invoked as and when the user changes application priorities.
Research 
and a weight a < 1. a: is larger for flows identified as greedy.
On packet arrival, mmth
Instantaneous drop probability pi calculation is similar to RED, except that pi , , , , is used. Flows having a qi,,, higher than the aggregate average queue size are identified as greedy. pi,,, is gradually increased for greedy flows, and decreased for responsive flows. This ensures fair bandwidth sharing among the flows. The organization of our paper is as follows: in section I1 we present the analysis of receiver window control and in section I11 we summarize the paper and provide an overview of the related work. Our analysis is based on the model shown in figure 1. We consider a set of senders Si sending data to receivers Ri over a bottleneck kink G1 -G2 with constant capacity p through a RED-DT router (Gl) [9]. One of the receivers, RI, implements receiver window control.
RECEIVER WINDOW CONTROL ANALYSIS
Let, F be t,he set of flows that terminate on R1. Fair share for a flow is p / n , where n is the number of active flows over GI -G2. If tV(pi) < Ai,then
where, pi is loss probability for the flow, RTT i s round trip time, To is timeout, Ai is maximum advertised window, W(pi) is expected congestion window size for flow a, &(pi, w) is the proba.bility that a loss in a window of size ?U is due to a timeout, and e i s the average duration of a timeout sequence. w@~), &(Pi, w) and G(pi) are as shown in equation
increase the bandwidth share of other flows. The goodput of a sender wit1 be determined by equation (I) or (2) depending on the size of the receiver window relative to the sender's congestion window. To effect receiver window control on a sender, the receiver needs to estimate the sender's congestion window and then calculate the advertised window depending on the priority of the session. Since, from equations (1 -5) it can be seen that T'(p,) < T ( p i ) . The advertised window needs t o be set such that equation (2) determines the sender's goodput. Thus, for the flow i that needs to be throttled, the receiver sets A, such that A, < W@i).
The receiver can estimate p,, and thus W(pz), from the missing packets.
Using the above background we now anaIyze receiver window control (RWC).
Theorem 1: RWC results in changed bandwidth share of flows in F Proof: At steady state, let p~ and p& be the aggregate goodput at the receiver before and after RWC, respectively. p i and p i be the loss probabilities at the RED-DT a and ~2~ be the goodput, before loss probability change at RED-DT router ri and 7 4 be the goodput, after loss probability change at RED-DT router w i and w i be the expected congestion windows, after loss probability change at RED-DT router.
When RWC is initiated, since AI < wl, from equation (1 -2) rla < 7 1 . ~2~ = 72, since A2 > w2 and loss probabilities have not been changed at the RED-DT router. Hence on RWC initiation pb < p~.
To ensure constant fair share p~, the RED-DT router decreases pl to p i and pa to p ; in an effort to increase p$ t o p p . Thus eventually,
Since, pi < p l and AI IS constant, from equation ( 
SUMMARY
Receiver window control helps a receiver to partition its bandwidth share appropriately among its T C P sessions. However, receiver window control is affected by packet drops at routers.
We analyzed the behavior of receiver window control in presence of packet drops at a RED-DT router. We showed that RN'C is goodput preserving and freiddy to competing traffic.
Receiver window control has been proposed and studied by [3] , [ also use delayed ACKs in conjunction with RWC. [3] and [6] also present an implementation of receiver window control.
Other issues that can effect receiver window control, such as the effect of packet drops on the link, require further study.
